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Uncertainty analysis is simple
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Qualitative uncertainty analysis

• formal, structured discussion of all assumptions and model 
choices

• scoring (lo-med-hi) of 4 attributes:
• data

– Would this choice change if I had more data?
• resources

– Would this choice change if I had more time and money?
• technical

– Would this choice change if I had a better model?
• effect on predictions

– So what?
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Using groundwater head observations to constrain parameters
• data: H | resources: M | technical: L | predictions: L
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Spatially uniform parameters
• Data: H | Resources: M | Technical: M | Predictions: L
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Pumping rates of coal mines and CSG

• Data: H 
• CSG: number of wells, footprint, gas/water production
• Mining: mine footprints, timing, depth of exploitation

• Resources: L
• Technical: H
• Mining: 

– mine pumping rate controlled by local geology
– resolution geological and groundwater model

• CSG:
– dual phase flow & local geology (Herckenrath et al. 2015)
– resolution and processes

• Predictions: H
• Change (almost) linearly related to stress (Reilly et al. 1987)
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Conclusions

• Discuss impact on predictions via
• formal sensitivity analysis of model
• groundwater theory (analytical solutions)
• literature & experience

• Guidance to non-technical reader
• Basis for review discussion and future work

• Experience so far
• Groundwater and surface water models Bioregional Assessments 

(www.bioregionalassessments.gov.au)
• Intense internal meetings – involve stakeholders / reviewers?
• Brutally honest
• Surprisingly difficult
• Assumption hunting 

– ‘find assumptions before they find you’

http://www.bioregionalassessments.gov.au/
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